Excelerate Systems and Junar announce partnership
Market-leading cloud-based Open Data platform complements Big Data practice
Redmond, WA and Palo Alto, CA, USA – June 10, 2013 – Excelerate Systems and Junar today
announced a new partnership to focus on the growing Open Data market in Latin America and
Europe.
Excelerate Systems, the leading provider of Security, IT Operations, Big Data, Mobile and
Virtualization solutions, has continued to expand in the last two years and is ready for the next step.
Leveraging the Big Data practice announced in 2012, Excelerate Systems is now offering solutions
focused on Open Data from Junar, the market leader in cloud-based Open Data platforms.
"Open Data is an area of high focus for national, state and local governments in many countries.
With the Junar offering customers can be up and running in a matter of days and their citizens and
other stakeholders can start accessing the data immediately," commented David Bennett, CEO of
Excelerate Systems. "We see the partnership with Junar as another major step in building our Big
Data practice which has been very successful since we launched in 2012."
"Critical to success of any Open Data project is the ability to quickly and easily deploy – Junar has
that strength, many customers are building their Open Data projects and looking for a solid
experienced partner who can work with them as this market explodes with new capabilities, new
products and new ideas," stated Bennett.
"Excelerate Systems' established presence in key Latin American and European markets will enable
Junar to provide our unique solution to more customers and to continue our rapid expansion,"
commented Diego May, CEO and Co-founder of Junar. "We are delighted to enhance Excelerate
Systems' suite of Big Data and Cloud Services offerings and look forward to a long and mutually
productive relationship."
About Excelerate Systems LLC
Excelerate Systems is a leading provider of IT services and solutions. We work with enterprise level
organizations by offering solutions and high quality services that focus on managing and
monitoring of IT Operations infrastructure, Big Data, Security, Mobile and Virtualization as well as
ensuring compliance with key industry and regulatory standards such as SOX, PCI-DSS and ITIL.
Headquartered in Redmond, Washington, with over 100 customers in 20 countries, Excelerate
Systems operates in the United States, Canada, Latin America, Europe, and Asia Pacific, and will

continue to expand internationally. For more information visitwww.exceleratesystems.com or
email to info@exceleratesystems.com.
About Junar
Junar powers the Data Economy by delivering the easiest-to-use, cloud-based Open Data platform.
For innovative organizations, Junar is the fastest way to publish data. The Junar platform enables
businesses, governments, and organizations to free their data to drive new opportunities,
collaboration, and transparency. Some of the world's leading companies trust Junar with their most
valuable assets: their data and the end users who are viewing and using it. Learn more
at http://www.junar.com and follow us on Twitter.

